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IntroductionIntroduction

•• Computers, virtual worlds and Computers, virtual worlds and 
reality has become part of our reality has become part of our 
modern societymodern society

•• Demand to Demand to ‚‚transfer real world transfer real world 
objectsobjects‘‘ into the computerinto the computer
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Virtual worlds – „Second Life“
(source: www.welt.de)

Definition: Definition: DigitizingDigitizing is measuring the object is measuring the object 
surface and representing it by a discrete set surface and representing it by a discrete set 
of surface pointsof surface points



3D Models3D Models
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3D Model of Barley (Tino Dornbusch)

Approximation of objects by 
a set of points 

interconnected to triangles



Fields of applicationFields of application

•• Industry (Reverse Engineering, Quality Industry (Reverse Engineering, Quality 
control of tires)control of tires)

•• Medicine (Production of dental implants)Medicine (Production of dental implants)

•• Geography (Surface topology, City planning)Geography (Surface topology, City planning)

•• Archeology (Measurement and reconstruction Archeology (Measurement and reconstruction 
of sites and artifacts)of sites and artifacts)

•• Our Interest: Description of 3D Morphology of Our Interest: Description of 3D Morphology of 
plantsplants
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Approach

•• CurrentCurrent knowledgesknowledges areare unsufficientunsufficient toto buildbuild
deterministicdeterministic modelsmodels ofof organorgan shapeshape ((egeg
midribmidrib curvature)curvature)

•• MeasurementsMeasurements cancan bebe usedused toto calculatecalculate
parametersparameters ofof empiricalempirical modelsmodels ofof organorgan
shapeshape

•• EstimatedEstimated parametersparameters areare usedused toto simulatesimulate
thethe measuredmeasured plantsplants and/orand/or toto derivederive
statisticalstatistical distributiondistribution ofof valuesvalues fromfrom whichwhich aa
largelarge numbernumber ofof ““plausibleplausible”” organorgan shapesshapes areare
generatedgenerated

•• ThisThis usesuses softwaressoftwares suchsuch asas presentedpresented inin thethe
talktalk byby ChristianChristian FournierFournier



ChallengesChallenges
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Some plants are easy
to digitize but,



ChallengesChallenges
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Most plants are more complex.

And usually grow in dense populations



•• Complex plant architectureComplex plant architecture

•• Numerous and generally small objects (leaves, Numerous and generally small objects (leaves, 
petioles, branches)petioles, branches)

•• Frequently overlapping Frequently overlapping 

•• No stable architecture No stable architecture –– e.g. fluttering leaves e.g. fluttering leaves 
(changes due to growth and external forces)(changes due to growth and external forces)

What is the digitizing strategy to tackle this What is the digitizing strategy to tackle this 
difficulties? difficulties? 

ChallengesChallenges



ClassificationClassification

Active digitization techniquesActive digitization techniques
-- direct measurement of object position and direct measurement of object position and 

dimensiondimension

Passive digitization techniquesPassive digitization techniques
-- Holistic measurement of object surfaceHolistic measurement of object surface
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ActiveActive digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

•• PrinciplePrinciple::
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• Operator is directly pointing on 
a specific object point

• Conversion of pointer position
into x,y,z coordinates

x1,y1,z1 

1.



ActiveActive digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

•• PrinciplePrinciple::
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• Operator is directly pointing on 
a specific object point

• Conversion of pointer position
into x,y,z coordinates

x1,y1,z1 
x2,y2,z2

2.



ActiveActive digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

•• PrinciplePrinciple::
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• Operator is directly pointing on 
a specific object point

• Conversion of pointer position
into x,y,z coordinates

x1,y1,z1 
x2,y2,z2
x3,y3,z3

3



ActiveActive digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

•• PrinciplePrinciple::
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• Operator is directly pointing on 
a specific object point

• Conversion of pointer position
into x,y,z coordinates

x1,y1,z1 
x2,y2,z2
x3,y3,z3

xn,yn,zn

n

Only midrib curvature is digitized
2D leaf shape is given by a model



ActiveActive digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

••ConversionConversion of real of real coordinatescoordinates intointo CartesianCartesian
coordinatescoordinates byby::
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1. Articulated arms
(Microscribe 3D, Ghost 3D,LLC., USA)

www.microscribe.com2.  Ultrasound impulses
(no more devices in sale) 

3.  Magnetic fields
(FASTRAK, Polhemus, 
Colchester, USA)

www.polhemus.com



ActiveActive digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

••ConversionConversion of real of real coordinatescoordinates intointo CarthesianCarthesian
coordinatescoordinates byby::
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4. Image Processing (Silhouette Method)



ActiveActive digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

••ConversionConversion of real of real coordinatescoordinates intointo CarthesianCarthesian
coordinatescoordinates byby::
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4. Image Processing (Silhouette Method)

Transformation of
pixel coordinates

into 
Cartesian coordinates 



ActiveActive digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

••Advantages:Advantages:
•• RobustRobust techniquetechnique usuallyusually applicableapplicable underunder fieldfield

conditionsconditions

•• IdentificationIdentification ofof organsorgans (Topology,(Topology, e.g.e.g. leafleaf number)number)

•• ReasonablyReasonably cheapcheap (especially(especially SilhouetteSilhouette Method)Method)

••DisadvantagesDisadvantages
•• TimeTime consumingconsuming measurementsmeasurements (therefore(therefore thisthis methodmethod isis

usuallyusually appliedapplied toto measuremeasure organorgan orientationorientation -- midrib)midrib)

•• ApplicabilityApplicability maymay bebe limitedlimited duedue toto wind,wind, obstructionobstruction oror
metalmetal elementselements

•• LowerLower PrecisionPrecision duedue toto activeactive interactioninteraction withwith plantsplants

•• SometimesSometimes destructivedestructive samplingsampling (Silhouette)(Silhouette)
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Passive Passive digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

•• Holistic measurement of object surfaceHolistic measurement of object surface
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3D point cloudReal Object

Description of the object surface by a discrete set of points

Dornbusch et al. 2007 Ecol Mod 200:119:129



Passive Passive digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

Techniques with applications on plants reportedTechniques with applications on plants reported

••Laser scanningLaser scanning

••PhotogrammetryPhotogrammetry (Stereo images)(Stereo images)

••Structured light (Projected fringe Structured light (Projected fringe profilometryprofilometry))

••3D Micro Computed tomography3D Micro Computed tomography
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Laser Laser ScanningScanning -- ExampleExample
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Laser Scanning of ArabidopsisLaser Scanning of Arabidopsis
((KaminumaKaminuma et al. 2004 Plant J 38:358:365)et al. 2004 Plant J 38:358:365)



DirectDirect digitizationdigitization techniquestechniques

••Advantages:Advantages:
•• veryvery detaileddetailed descriptiondescription ofof objectobject orientationorientation andand formform

•• nonnon--destructivedestructive

•• fastfast scanningscanning processprocess

••DisadvantagesDisadvantages
•• OnlyOnly partsparts visiblevisible forfor thethe scannerscanner cancan bebe measuredmeasured

•• small,small, concaveconcave andand flexibleflexible leavesleaves ofof cerealcereal plantsplants
difficultdifficult toto measuremeasure

•• sometimessometimes scansscans fromfrom multiplemultiple viewview anglesangles requiredrequired

•• measurementsmeasurements usuallyusually restrictedrestricted toto laboratorylaboratory –– fieldfield
applicationapplication forfor laserlaser scannerscanner possiblepossible
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ConclusionConclusion

•• Complex and filigree architecture is difficult to Complex and filigree architecture is difficult to 
measuremeasure

•• Active digitization techniques available, but usually Active digitization techniques available, but usually 
timetime--consuming and less preciseconsuming and less precise

•• From a technical point of view: Application of From a technical point of view: Application of 
passive digitizing techniques to digitize plants is no passive digitizing techniques to digitize plants is no 
problemproblem

•• Efficient methodology (real Efficient methodology (real �� virtual plant ) yet to virtual plant ) yet to 
develop develop 
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Future Future workwork
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•• Project University Project University HalleHalle and and FraunhoferFraunhofer InstitutInstitut ErlangenErlangen to to 
establish a laser scanner for cereals applicable under field establish a laser scanner for cereals applicable under field 
conditionsconditions

Laser Laser scannerscanner underunder fieldfield conditionsconditions
((SourceSource: Fraunhofer Institut, Erlangen): Fraunhofer Institut, Erlangen)

ScannedScanned and and processedprocessed sugarsugar beetbeet plantplant
((SourceSource: Fraunhofer Institut, Erlangen): Fraunhofer Institut, Erlangen)
http://http://www.iis.fraunhofer.dewww.iis.fraunhofer.de/EN//EN/index.jspindex.jsp


